
SENATE.... No. 177.

The Joint Standing Committee on Federal Relations, to whom
was referred so much of the Governor’s Address as x'elates to
the Military Defences of the State, the Petition of B. N.
Bullock in regard to an invention for iron armor for vessels,
and the Order of the Senate relative to taking measures for
calling out the mechanical and inventive talent of the
Commonwealth,

This important subject has received the careful attention of
the Committee. On the thirtieth day of January they reported
a Resolve which was passed by the legislature, authorizing the
governor, with the advice and consent of the council, to expend
a sum not exceeding five hundred thousand dollars in the man-
ufacture .of suitable ordnance for the coast defences of Massa-
chusetts. The resolve provided that the work should be done
under the supervision of officers to be appointed by the Govern-
ment of the United States, and that proposals for the work
should be advertised. The governor, upon the passage of the
resolve, made immediate application to the departments at
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Washington for the detailing of a suitable officer for this
purpose. But the necessities of the General Government
requiring the services of all the ordnance officers, prevented an
early compliance with the request. The requirement to adver-
tise for proposals also embarrassed the action of the governor,
as, from the fact that all the foundries suitable for the casting
of heavy guns were employed by the General Government, the
necessary ordnance could not be economically manufactured
except by making a contract with some one party for the cast-
ing of a large number, which would remunerate the expense of
erecting or preparing suitable works for the purpose.

Before any progress was made under the resolve, the legisla-
ture authorized the expenditure of the money appropriated by
the resolve, for the purpose of building one or more Ericsson
or other iron-clad vessels for harbor defence. From the peculiar
exigencies of the General Government it was deemed expedient
to use the appropriation for the latter purpose, and commis-
sioners were appointed by the governor to investigate the
subject and report what model of vessel should be constructed.

One of the commissioners, immediately upon their appoint-
ment, proceeded to New York and had an interview with Capt.
Ericsson upon the subject, and ascertained that from the mag-
nitude of his engagements with the General Government, it
would be impossible for him to furnish plans and specifications
for the State. The governor also received a communication
from the Navy Department that the General Government were
intending to vigorously prosecute the building of iron-clad
steamers on the general plan of the Monitor, and that it desired
to avail itself of all the mechanical skill of the country adapted
to this work ; and, further, that it was proposed that two of the
new vessels be built in Massachusetts. Under these circum-
stances the commissioners believed that it was not expedient for
this State to construct any of this class of vessels, as the number
needed will probably be supplied by the General Government,
and as proposals by the State might bring us into competition
or conflict with the General Government.

The commissioners, upon a further consideration of the sub-
ject, suggest the expediency of plating with armor vessels now
partially built or afloat, with a view to their speedy construction
and their use as sea-going vessels.
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The commissioners ascertained that there were several
steamers in the process of construction at the navy yards in
Charlestown and Kittery, of from fourteen hundred to sixteen
hundred tons, of such model and dimensions as to admit of the
successful application of a plan of armor-covering proposed by
Lieutenant Stone, and in which the commissioners have great
confidence. Two of the commissioners are now at Washington
to consult the Department upon the subject, and if the plan
shall meet with the approval of the Federal authorities it is
proposed to armor clad two steamers. They can be prepared
for service in fifty days from the date of the contract, at
an expense of $256,256 each. This will require the entire
amount appropriated by the resolve. The Committee submit
herewith the portion of the report of the commissioners ex-
plaining their recommendations.

The attention of the Committee has also been directed to the
subject of ordnance, and from the reports from General Totten
it is apparent that the General Government will not be able for
years to supply the guns necessary for the fortifications already
constructed on our coast. Your Committee deem it of great
consequence that the State undertake at once to aid in obtain-
ing the necessary supply. The experience of the last few
months has demonstrated many facts upon the subject of
ordnance of great importance, and it seems now indispensable
that we obtain guns of greater strength than are ordinarily
made entirely of cast-iron, both of smooth bore and rifled.

Experiments recently made in England with the Armstrong
smooth bore guns, demonstrate the fact, that, for close quarters,
they are more efficient than rifled ordnance.

The initial velocity of a solid shot from a smooth bore was
found to be about one-fourth greater than from a rifled gun,
and the superiority of the smooth bore at a distance not exceed-
ing five hundred yards is substantially demonstrated. Beyond
that distance the advantage is greatly, and increasing with
distance, in favor of the rifled gun.

It is very desirable, with the necessity for the use of solid
shot against armor-clad vessels, that we construct guns of such
strength that they can be fired with safety with a full charge.
The commissioners upon this subject, appointed by the governor,
have given the subject a very careful and elaborate examination,
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and their very able and interesting report is herewith submitted.
They recommend the construction of guns upon the plan
invented by Professor Treadwell, which is fully described in
their report. The plan is a decided improvement upon the
Parrott and Blakely guns, now used, and your Committee unan-
imously concur in the recommendations of the commissioners,
that a contract be made for the manufacture of at least one
hundred. Your Committee believe that there will be no neces-
sity of hooping the guns the entire length of the barrel, as
proposed in the offer of Prof. Treadwell, but that it will be
sufficient to extend the hoops from the breech to about the place
for the trunnions, as that will cover the portion of the gun
upon which comes the principal strain in firing. In this, they
understand, that a portion, at least, of the commissioners con-
cur. If this shall prove to be correct, the expense of the guns
will be considerably less than the amount named in the report
of the commissioners.

Upon the subject of testing new guns and projectiles, the
Committee deem it advisable that the governor be authorized,
if lie shall deem it expedient, to expend a limited sum for the
same, and they respectfully submit the accompanying Resolve.

Per order of Committee,

WILLIAM D. NORTHEND, Chairman.
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Resolved, That his excellency the governor, by and with
the advice and consent of the council, be and he hereby is
authorized to enter into contracts on behalf of the Common-
wealth for the manufacture of suitable ordnance for the coast
defences of Massachusetts to an amount not exceeding three
hundred thousand dollars, and he is hereby authorized to
expend an amount not exceeding ten thousand dollars of said
sum in such tests of guns and projectiles as he may deem
expedient.

RESOLVE

In relation to the Manufacture of Ordnance for the Coast
Defences of Massachusetts.

Commonwcaltl) of illassarijusctts.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Sixty-Two.
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EXTRACT

From Report of Commissioners to His Excellency the Governor, on the
subject of Iron-clad Steamers.

Your Commissioners therefore hope it will not be regarded as an
unjustifiable departure from the proprieties of their official relations to
this subject, if, from the many new plans and inventions that have been
brought to their notice, they ask your attention especially to the accom-
panying sketch and model, illustrating a new method of armor-plating)
invented and proposed to us by Lieutenant E. E. Stone, of the U. S.
Navy, which in our opinion is practical, and it is believed would in some
respects prove superior to the mode of covering as applied to the Mon-
itor, and especially in its adaptation to a “ sea-going ” vessel. We are
informed on authority which we regard as entirely reliable and practical,
that the steamer Housatonic, of about 1,400, and the steamer Canan-
daigua, of 1,600 tons, now at the Navy Yard in Charlestown, and two
steamers of about the same size now at the Navy Yard in Kittery, are
of such model and dimensions as to admit of the successful application
of Lieutenant Stone’s plan of armor covering, and an iron revolving
casemate amidships on an improved principle. These steamers, accord-
ing to contract with the U. S. Government, are to be completed in
fifty days from this time; and if the plans above referred to, with or
without casemates, should be immediately adopted it can be applied and
finished so as not to delay the completion of the vessels, and at an addi-
tional expense of about $256,256 each, including the casemate. The
oblique line, as represented on the drawing, would render it unnecessary
to plate with iron as heavy as would be required when vertically plated,
and thus the weight and expense would be reduced. It would also pre-
sent obvious advantages in case of an attempt on the part of another
vessel on the running broadside of a vessel thus fitted. For permanent
use, and if originally modeled for that purpose, it would be desirable to
continue the iron plating quite under the turn of the bilge, as indicated
by the pencil line, and thus atford protection against the prong of any
vessel which should attempt to pierce her below the water line. If con-

structed of iron, she should have as large a number of water-tight
thwart-ship partitions as wouldbe consistent with stowage capacity and
convenience. These would add materially to her strength and security
in case of her being punctured on the bottom by any submarine weapon,
It is not, however, deemed advisable now to add this extra mode of
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applying the arm or plating under the vessel’s bilge of those now par-
tially constructed, on account of the extra time, weight, and expense that
it would require, and it may not be necessary to fit them in this peculiar
mode in order to contend with such vessels as it is supposed may be
brought against us by the rebels.

If an expedient as practicable can be at once adopted, how invaluable
may be the service of four such steamers in the conflict in which our
country is now engaged.

Shall our enemies be permitted to develop their extraordinary ability
in temporary expedients while our government is losing time and advan-
tage by so nearly limiting itself to the long and tedious routine of experi-
ments withreference to more thorough and permanent means of naval
defence? We are strongly impressed with the conviction that the Fede-
ral Government have undertaken the construction of so many vessels on
substantially the same plan, and having more especial adaptation ?o
harbor defence only, that its attention and prompt action should now be
given, with the least possible delay, to armor-plating vessels under con-
struction, or afloat, and to building of others entirely suited for sea-
service on our coast and elsewhere. If the Executive Department shall
concur in the expediency of the plan now submitted for their considera-
tion, your Commissioners beg permission to suggest whether their influ-
ence may not be properly used with the Federal Government to urge
on it the great importance of speedily causing vessels partially con-
structed or now afloat, to be fitted with armor-plating on the principle
indicated in the sketch and model herewith submitted, with such modifi-
cations, as to detail, as may be found desirable, rather than to depend
alone either on floating batteries to be built like the “Monitor,” or on
new gun-boats for coast defence and sea-service which it must unavoid-
ably require a long time to complete. With these general views and
statement as to our relations to the duty committed to our hands, we
await the instructions of the Executive Department.

JOEL HAYDEN,
OAKES AMES,
E. S. TOBEY,
J. W. BROOKS,

Committee.
Boston, April 17th, 1802.



EXTRACT

From Report of Commissioners on Ordnance, to His Excellency the
Governor.

Unless, therefore, the State is content to remain in its present defence-
less condition, which all that the General Government can do will not
materially remedy, it must itself undertake, with the least possible delay,
to provide a supply of ordnance for its own protection.

If the State, in procuring such a supply of guns, should merely
attempt to obtain those of which there will be the greatest deficiency,
according to the estimates of the Engineer Department, the 10-inch and
8-inch sea-coast Columbiads would be the guns to which it should confine
its attention. But the fact that it could not make contracts for cast-iron
guns, without to an equal extent interfering with the production for the
account of the United States, would be a strong reason for attempting,
if possible, to secure a different gun, which should be equally good, but
the manufacture of which should not impede the operations of the Gen-
eral Government; while the practical proof of the capabilities of armor-
clad vessels to resist successfully the heaviest 11-inch Dahlgren guns
and 68-pounders of our navy, at the shortest ranges, render it imperative
to adopt for fortifications, or floating batteries, which may be exposed
to the attack of such vessels, guns which shall be superior in their
effectiveness to all of those now in use.

It is evident that there must be a limit to the weight of armor which
can be put upon a ship, and yet allow her to be seaworthy, and the
problem is therefore to secure guns which the heaviest armor within this
limit cannot resist. Vast sums have been spent in this country, and by
the different European governments, in the attempt to increase the
strength of cast-iron guns, so as to admit of their construction of calibres
exceeding those now in use, and capable of throwing solid shot with full
charges; but there are inherent difficulties, in the nature of the material,
which appear to discourage the hopes of any great progress in this
direction.

If the guns are cast solid, and bored out, as is the usual custom, the
outside cools first, and becomes set, when the subsequent cooling and
shrinking of the inside portion of the gun will put so severe a strain
upon the metal as to take from it much of its power to resist fracture.
If cast hollow, with a current of water passing through the core, or any
other contrivance to cool the inside as rapidly as the outside, then the
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outside and inside cooling first will become set, and that portion of the
metal midway between the inside and outside cooling last, will shrink
and produce a strain, the tendency of which will be to disunite the
exterior and interior portions of the metal, and make them act indepen-
dent of each other, rather than together, in resisting the strains upon the
gun, and the interior be so overstrained as to crack before much
reinforcing assistance can be derived from the outer portion.

If any plan should be devised by which the casting could be so cooled
as to leave no strain in the metal to reduce its normal strength, the small
amount of elasticity in this metal leaves another source of weakness in
large guns very difficult to be disposed of.

Cast-iron, in its normal state, is of course capable of being expanded to
a certain extent before fracture results.

The exterior diameter of large cast-iron guns is generally about three
times the diameter of the bore. A ring, therefore, taken from around
the exterior of the gun will be three times as long as a ring taken from
the interior metal at the bore. It follows that the same strain put upon
both rings will expand the longer one three times as much as the shorter
one. But in firing, the interior ring will be expanded the most by what-
ever amount the metal may be compressed by the concussion.

The interior metal of the large guns has therefore to sustain the greater
portion of the strain, the strength of the outer portion not coming into
full use till the interior is so overstrained or cracked as to greatly impair
its usefulness.

Capt. Hodman’s method of casting guns by cooling them from the
inside only, has much of theory in its favor. The principle of having
the inside cool first and the outside by subsequent cooling be shrunk
upon it, is correct. The limited elasticity, however, of this metal will
render it very difficult if not impossible to so cool it as to bring the
proper stress upon the exterior metal without overstraining and thus
weakening it. The difficulties of carrying this method into practice are
very great, and so far as we have been informed, have only been partially
overcome.

On account of these, apparently, insuperable difficulties in the use of
cast-iron, efforts have been made to build wrought iron guns, which
should not be open to them, and the English Armstrong gun, the most
celebrated gun of this kind in use, is made of bars of wrought iron formed
into tubes by being wound spirally and welded together not very unlike
the method invented by Professor Treadwell, and described by him in a
pamphlet published in 1845.

The Armstrong 100-pounder gun has been of late largely substituted
in the English navy for the heaviest cast-iron guns previously used, and
though it is understood that Sir William Armstrong is now making guns
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to carry a 200-pound solid projectile, and may hereafter be able to con-
struct guns of still larger calibre, it appears to be present proposed to
arm with his 100-pounders the new iron-plated vessels to be constructed
with revolving gun turrets on Capt. Cole’s principle, which the English
government have lately determined to build. And these 100-pounder
Armstrong guns are probably the most effective guns now in use against
armor-plated vessels.

There are, however, objections to the guns made wholly of wrought
iron, and the superior hardness of cast-iron renders it a preferable metal
for the bore of the gun.

The gun, in relation to which the undersigned have been requested
to give an opinion, is one also invented by Professor Treadwell, and
it appears to combine the advantages of both cast and wrought iron
in a very high degree*

This gun Professor Treadwell proposes to make of cast-iron, strength-
ened by hoops of wrought iron shrunk on to the casting, and by other
hoops shrunk over the first layer and breaking joints with them to
the requisite thickness.

The body of the gun he proposes to cast of such diameter that,
when bored, the thickness of the sides shall be about half of that in
ordinary cast-iron guns.

Thin ribbons of rolled iron, about one foot wide, are rolled over each
other, and welded together, so as to form hoops of the thickness ofabout
two inches. These hoops are turned with an inside diameter somewhat
smaller than the external diameter of the part which they are to sur-
round. These hoops he also proposes to turn on the inside with a

female screw, and the cast-iron body of the gun, and the outside of all
hoops to be covered with others, to be turned with a male screw.

The hoops being heated, are run on to their places, and shrinking as

they cool, not only exert a great pressure against a longitudinal fracture,
but, as they shrink longitudinally also, and break joints, oppose a great
resistance against cross fracture.

The trunnions are formed on one of the hoops, and the well-known
weakness caused in all castings by projections from the main body which
produce re-entering angles, are thus avoided. This advantage is in itself
so great that Captain Dahlgren is now casting his 11-inch navy guns
without trunnions, and using trunnions of composition metal strapped on
to the gun.

It is believed that a gun, constructed on this principle of Professor
Treadwell, would be a better and stronger gun than any now known.
It would have the advantages of a cast-iron bore to better resist the
injuries caused in the bores of wrought iron guns by the concussions of
the projectile.
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The strength of this gun is no longer merely a matter of computa-
tion. The Parrott gun, now so largely introduced into the service, is
an imperfect application of the same principle.

The Parrott gun is of cast-iron, strengthened merely by one band of
wrought iron, which does not even reach to the trunnions, and these are
cast with the gun.

The principle of the Treadwell gun has been more fully carried out
by Captain Blakely of the Eoyal Artillery, who uses several layers of
hoops, breaking joints with each other, and shrunk on over the breech,
but in Captain Blakely’s gun the trunnions are cast with the body of
the piece as in the Parrott gun, and the hoops are not carried as far as
the trunnions, nor are they screwed on as proposed by Professor Tread-
well. Captain Blakely expresses his firm conviction that on this principle,
guns may be manufactured capable of throwing shells of much greater
weight than any yet attempted.

It is certain that he has made guns which have exhibited astonishing
range and endurance ; his guns have been largely introduced into the
Spanish service, and it is understood that the rebels have a considerable
number of them.

An interesting account of the test of the Blakely guns by the artillery
committee of the Spanish government, is reprinted from the London
Mechanics’ Magazine in the Scientific American of September 14, 1861.

This committee state, in January, 1860, that it is proved to their satis-
faction that cast-iron of itself is not strong enough to resolve the question
of rifled cannon of large calibre, unless the charge of powder is much
reduced, and even then the gunners would not feel confidence in their
guns. They also condemn large iron guns forged in one mass and bored
out, and report that wrought iron is without the hardness and other qual-
ities necessary for the bore of guns. The conclusion of the committee,
which has been acted on by their government, is as follows :

“The path we
must follow is clearly indicated; cast-iron cylinders hooped, a most
simple manufacture, which once established only requires great care in
securing the proper diameter of the hoops.”

The merits of both the Parrott and Blakely gun are entirely due to
the adoption of the principle of the Treadwell patent, carried out much
less perfectly than proposed by Mr. Treadwell.

The impact or effective power of shot thrown at the same velocity
increases directly with the increase of their weight.

The impact or effective power of shot of the same weight increases
as the square of the velocity increases.

The power of a ball of one hundred pounds weight impelled at a
velocity of 1,600 feet per second, is therefore equal to that of a ball of
four hundred pounds weight at a velocity of 800 feet.
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These facts show the vast importance of increasing the strength of our
larger guns, and doubtless from the reasons which have induced the use
of wrought iron by the English and Spanish governments, to avoid the
low charges and loss of velocity thus far incident to the use of large cast-
iron cannon.

The undersigned believe that guns can be made upon Mr. Treadwell’s
principle which will be stronger than by any other plan yet proposed,
and far superior to any in use.

Mr. Treadwell informs us that, with responsible associates, he is ready
to get up an establishment for their manufacture, if he can have a con-
tract to make two hundred thousand dollars worth of one hundred-
pounder guns at twenty-five cents per pound ; theirweight to be probably
not much above 8,000 pounds, and certainly not over 9,000 pounds each.
The first ten guns to be delivered within six months, and the remainder
within eighteen months.

For moderate delays a forfeiture to be incurred, and for delays of six
months the contract to be void.

The guns to be proved at the expense of the State with twenty-eight
pounds of powder and a one hundred-pound solid shot, or if it elects,
such other process as is customary in the United States service.

If, after a few of these have been satisfactorily completed, the State
should desire some larger ones, he will undertake their manufacture, the
State for a time allowing the delivery of the remaining one hundred-
pounders to be delayed, it being his desire and expectation to increase
their size to a power unattainable by any other method, and fully
sufficient for the wants of our service.

The cost of the one hundred-pounder Armstrong guns is understood
to be thirty-six cents per pound in England. The price of this first lot
cannot therefore be considered high. No money is required to be
advanced by the State. The cost and risk of the experiment, so far as

it remains experimental after its imperfect but successful application so
extensively by Blakely and the Spanish government, is borne entirely
by Mr. Treadwell.

It is quite probable that, in guns for many of the most important
requirements, we are falling behind the improvements of other nations
who have earlier adopted the use of stronger materials.

If this attempt on the part of the State, should result in proving that
guns of greater power than any now known, could be made upon this
principle, we should occupy a very different position, and the effect
would be of immense benefit to the country.

As this gun can be made without interfering with the operations of
the government, who claim to be using all the facilities and skill they
can control, in the manufacture of cast guns, whatever number are
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produced will so far add to our security and reduce our lamentable defi-
ciency. Its success would enable the State to put itself in a position for
defence in less than half the time it can hope for the requisite supply
from the government, if indeed the government shall be able, in any
event, under its present plans, to produce guns of the required power to
defend us from the assaults of armor-plated ships.

For the above reasons, and from other considerations which we do
not deem it necessary to enlarge upon, the undersigned would recom-
mend that the State should enter into a contract with Professor Tread-
well for one hundred of his one hundred-pounder rifled guns, and make
such an appropriation as will enable us to secure a greater number if
their early success should render such an increase advisable.

All of which is respectfully submitted by your obedient servants.

J. W. BROOKS.
CHARLES AMORY.
JAMES B. FRANCIS.
HARRISON RITCHIE.




